Let f (n) denote the number of odd entries in the n th row of Pascal's binomial triangle. We study "average dispersion" and "typical dispersion" of f (n) -the latter involves computing a generalized Lyapunov exponent -and then turn to numerical analysis of higher dimensional examples.
Let D 0 and D 1 denote m × m nonnegative matrices. Let z 0 , z 1 , . . ., z k−2 , z k−1 denote a sequence of independent random coin tosses (heads=1 and tails=0 with equal probability). The Lyapunov exponent corresponding to random products of D 0 and D 1 is
almost surely. We computed λ in an earlier paper [1] for a number of examples; our purpose was to quantify the "typical growth" of certain number-theoretic functions.
To assess the corresponding "typical dispersion", a second-order extension of λ is needed. The generalized Lyapunov exponent or moment Lyapunov exponent is
for real t. Clearly L(0) = 0, that is, e L(0) = 1. Also, e L(1) is the largest eigenvalue in modulus of 1 2 (D 0 + D 1 ), and e L(2) is the largest eigenvalue of
, where ⊗ is the direct or Kronecker product of matrices. The latter result is called the replica trick [2] , which can be applied for arbitrary integer t ≥ 3 as well.
For simplicity, write z = z 0 z 1 . . . z k−2 z k−1 and
Differentiating L(t) with respect to t, we obtain
This definition of σ 2 , unfortunately, is not useful for numerical calculation.
All D 0 matrices exhibited in this paper satisfy rank(D q and with rightmost digit 1. Moshe [3] proved that
where ℓ(z) is the length of z. We will prove in section [0.9] that
Summation of the series, coupled with Wynn's ε-process for accelerating convergence, serves as our primary method for calculating σ 2 . For now, we revisit number-theoretic functions in [1] and compute both "average dispersion parameters" L(2)/ ln(2) and "typical dispersion parameters" σ 2 / ln(2).
0.1. Binomials. Define f (n) to be the number of odd coefficients in (1 + x) n . Let N denote a uniform random integer between 0 and n − 1. We have q = 1,
as n → ∞, confirming a result of Kirschenhofer [4] . The typical parameter 0.173... is considerably smaller than the average parameter 1.321... because outlying values (which occur rarely) have been damped by the logarithm.
Trinomials I. Define g(n)
to be the number of odd coefficients in (1 + x + x 2 ) n . We have q = 1,
0.3. Quadrinomials. Define g 3 (n) to be the number of odd coefficients in (1
n . This extends our earlier definitions f = g 1 and g = g 2 . We have q = 2,
and σ 2 / ln(2) = 0.17328679.... We conjecture that σ 2 / ln(2) equals ln(2)/4 and prove this to be true in section [0.10].
Trinomials II.
Define h 3 (n) to be the number of odd coefficients in ( 
n . This extends our earlier definition g = h 2 . We have q = 2,
where ξ = e L(2) = 2.919... has minimal polynomial
0.5. Quintinomials. Define g 4 (n) to be the number of odd coefficients in (1
where ξ = e L(2) = 3.145... has minimal polynomial
hence λ = 0.504253705692..., σ 2 = 0.11406217... and
as n → ∞.
Trinomials III.
Define h 4 (n) to be the number of odd coefficients in (1 + x + x 4 ) n . We have q = 2, 
where ξ = e L(2) = 2.970... has minimal polynomial 
0.7. Sextinomials. Define g 5 (n) to be the number of odd coefficients in (1 + x + . . . + x 4 + x 5 ) n . We have q = 3, 
ln (2) 
ln (2) 0.9. Proof of Formula for σ 2 . Fix a nonnegative integer k. In the definitions of λ and σ 2 , we assumed that each binary word z of length k occurs with probability 2 −k . This assumption is not necessary: let p k (z) denote the (non-uniform) probability associated with z. Let
then the radius of convergence of
Hence Ω(s, t) converges absolutely if |s| < e −L(t) and diverges if |s| > e −L(t) . For convenience, we will write p(z) instead of p ℓ(z) (z) from now on.
We also postulated that there exists a positive integer q such that rank(D q 0 ) = 1. This postulate can be weakened to the following: there exists a binary word z * for which rank(D z * ) = 1. Any product of matrices involving D z * is also rank 1 since, if
Let χ(z * ) denote the set of all finite binary words w such that z * appears in the word w z * only at the end. Hence, given an arbitrary binary word z, it follows that either
uniquely, where j ≥ 0 and w (i) ∈ χ(z * ) for all i. In the latter case, clearly
Consider the words w (0) , w (∞) as fixed and the index j as increasing; the final factor is thus immaterial. It follows that the convergence behavior of Ω(s, t) is the same as F (s, t) ), where
Therefore the smallest zero in modulus of 1 − F (s, t) determines the radius of convergence of Ω(s, t) and the generalized Lyapunov exponent satisfies
From the formula for L(t) in terms of s(t), we deduce that
since L(0) = 0, thus F (1, 0) = 1. By the Implicit Function Theorem,
By the Chain Rule,
It is easy to show that
In our scenario, z * = 0 q . The derivatives F s and F ss can be written in closed-form because
where χ 0 = {1, 01, 0 2 1, . . . , 0 q−1 1} and the Cartesian product χ 0 × χ 0 is to be interpreted as concatenation: 
It follows that F s (1, 0) = 2(2 q − 1),
and therefore
We conclude the proof by setting κ = F st /F s and µ = F tt /F s .
0.10. Proof of Conjecture. Before giving the proof, let us extend the formula for F (s, t) to the case of three nonnegative square matrices E 0 , E 1 , E 2 satisfying the following: there exist two ternary words z * 2 ) denote the set of all finite ternary words w such that z * i appears in the word w z * i only at the end, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. A unique factorization property holds for all ternary words z as before. The function F (s, t) becomes a 2 × 2 matrix with entries
The smallest zero in modulus of det(I −F (s, t)) gives rise to the generalized Lyapunov exponent L(t) = − ln(s(t)) analogous to before. Let us return to binary words z. We assume without loss of generality that z 0 = 1 (for this argument may be repeated with 0s and 1s interchanged). Every word thus looks like z = 1 0 j 0 1 0
where each j i ≥ 0. We introduce a rewording of D z :
and note that the weight associated withD j i is (s/2) j i +1 . Alsõ Further, the initial row of each matrix is zero, thus we may consider only the lowerright 2 × 2 submatrix:
Let r 1 (s) = s/2, r 2 (s) = s 2 /4 denote the weights corresponding to α 1 β 
As calculated in [1] ,
is ζ(t) = 1/(2 t + 1), hence
This expression for L(t) is trivially the same as the generalized Lyapunov exponent for binomials, thus λ = ln(2)/2 and σ 2 = ln(2) 2 /4. 0.11. Digital Sums. Let #(n) denote the number of 1s in the binary expansion of n. We know that #(n) = ln(f (n))/ ln(2) and #(3n) = ln(g 3 (n))/ ln(2), therefore #(N) and #(3N) are identically distributed in the sense that
as n → ∞. Moreover, #(aN + b) are identically distributed, 0 ≤ b < a. This answers a question raised in [1] and we refer interested readers to details in [6, 7] . 0.12. Closing Words. It is natural to seek a Central Limit Theorem for functions examined in this paper, for example, #(n) or f (n). This seems to be an open problem, but we indicate a possible direction for solution. Trollope [8] & Delange [9] proved that 1 n n−1 k=0 #(k) − 1 2 ln (2) ln(n) = Φ ln(n) ln ( and this too is unknown [12, 15] . Again, a plot of the limiting density corresponding to ln(Ψ(x)) would be welcome progress. The function g(n) deserves more attention: Fourier expansions for the analogs of both Φ(x) and Ψ(x) are desired (if these exist). We have not mentioned thus far the
